
OUR FAMILY OF
CATALYTIC CONVERTER
SHIELD PLATES INCLUDE:

2015 - 2022 
FORD F150

ASSEMBLY
HARDWARE INCLUDED

FORD - F-SERIES F150, EXPEDITION,
RAPTOR, TRANSIT VAN

TOYOTA - 4RUNNER, TACOMA, FJ
CRUISER, TUNDRA, SEQUOIA

CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR MAKES / MODELS IN
PRODUCTION

LET US HELP YOU
PROTECT YOUR VEHICLE

FROM CATALYTIC
CONVERTER THEFT

2006 - 2022 TOYOTA
TACOMA

2007 - 2021
2-PIECE

TOYOTA 
TUNDRA

CHEVROLET - TAHOE

JEEP - LIBERTY

DODGE - RAM 1500, REBEL, TRX

LEXUS - GX460

GMC - YUKON

NISSAN -ARMADA, INFINITI QX80



QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

Why Catalytic Converters Are Stolen

What happens if my catalytic converter is stolen?

How long does it take to steal catalytic converter?

The main reason that catalytic converters are stolen is because they’re
valuable to scrap metal dealers. They contain precious metals, including
rhodium, platinum, and palladium. … All cars made after 1974 are
required to have catalytic converters.

If your catalytic converter is stolen, you should immediately contact the
police, then your insurance provider. Your insurance may cover the
replacement costs, but you’ll still be on the hook for your deductible.
Skeerdy Cat Anti-Theft Devices can be a deterrent from having your
catalytic converter from being stolen.

Thieves typically use a saw or wrench to remove it, depending on
whether the catalytic converter is bolted or welded in, says Edmunds —
and removal can take as little as one minute.

Catalytic Converter
Anti-Theft Devices

SKEERDY
CAT

GET IN TOUCH

713-213-4232
Christina@SkeerdyCat.com

Somerville, TX 77879
www.SkeerdyCat.com

Install a Protective Device
These installations make it nearly impossible for anyone to cut off your
catalytic converter. Unfortunately, high-quality devices and their
installation will likely run you a few hundred bucks. However, it could
save you thousands of dollars on catalytic converter replacement. 

How Can You Prevent Catalytic Converter Theft?

Why is it so expensive to replace a catalytic
converter?

How do I know if my catalytic converter has been
stolen?

Cost to replace the catalytic converter of your car.
Mainly because of the precious metals that are included in the
converter, such as platinum, or platinum-like material such as palladium
or rhodium. So, the more expensive the material, the more expensive it
is to replace.

You may be able to tell if your vehicle’s catalytic converter has been
stolen upon starting up, as the exhaust will likely sound much louder.
However, some drivers might not even know the part has been stolen
because a vehicle can still run without it.

Skeerdy Cat has the catalytic converter protective devices you need to
maintain your peace of mind and keep your vehicle protected. We sell
and install these devices to help our customers prevent catalytic
converter theft.

Skeerdy Cat Catalytic Converter Services

A vast range of shields to choose from for a variety of
vehicle models
100% Made In USA
Designed for a precise fit
Optimal Heat extraction vent placement
No-welding-required installation
Installation requires no cutting or drilling
Hardware included
Stainless steel tamperproof hardware

We decided to designed a plate that served as two functions,
the main priority is to serve as a catalytic converter protection
plate from theft, but we soon learned it would also make a great
off road transmission skid plate. 

The plate’s one-piece construction adds strength to be strong
enough to function as an off-road skid plate. This is one of the
few skid plates that leave the factory transfer case braces intact. 

Get you one today to protect your cats from thieves, and your
transmission from offroad debris.

Thieves are more than aware of the fact that catalytic converters
contain precious metals that they can profit from. Because of
this, car owners are beginning to invest in the Skeerdy Cat anti-
theft plate to protect their investments. However, the anti-theft
plate is just another layer of security for your vehicle.
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